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The Rise of the New Second Generation 2016-04-29

in this age of migration more and more children are growing up in immigrant or transnational families

the new second generation refers to foreign born and native born children of immigrants who have

come of age at the turn of the twenty first century this book is about this new generation in the world s

largest host country of international migration the united states recognizing that immigration is an

intergenerational phenomenon and one that is always evolving the authors begin by asking do

members of the new second generation follow the same pathways taken by the old second generation

they consider the relevance of assimilation approaches to understanding the lived experiences of the

new second generation and show that the demographic characteristics of today s immigrant groups

and changing social economic and cultural contexts require new thinking and paradigms ultimately the

book offers a view of how american society is shaping the life chances of members of this new second

generation and how today s second generation in turn is shaping a new america designed as a rich

overview for general readers and students and as a concise summary for scholars this book will be an

essential work for all interested in contemporary issues of race ethnicity and migration

The European Second Generation Compared 2012-08-01

based on data collected by the ties survey in 15 cities across 8 european countries looks at the place

and position of the children of immigrants from turkey morocco and the former yugoslavia

The Russian Second Generation in Tallinn and Kohtla-Järve 2011

second generation russians face two major integration challenges in the estonian cities of tallinn and

kohtla j Þrve they are segregated from an estonian language society whose historical background lies

in the policies and social processes of the former soviet union and compared to their peers they face

an emerging disparity in social and economic opportunities such inequality comes largely as the result

of newly formed post independence institutions which incite protest among young russians with a

potential to escalate into large scale conflict as exemplified by the bronze soldier cr
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Towards a "second Generation" in Environmental Laws in the Asian

and Pacific Region 2003

laws in the twentieth century were based on economic growth and development this new century calls

for the reassessment of all laws from an environmental perspective in consideration of such looming

environmental concerns as global warming degradation of biodiversity and pollution this book captures

some provoking thoughts raised during a symposium on second generation environmental laws held in

japan in 2002 the wide range of articles will promote greater understanding of what has been achieved

with the first generation of environmental laws what is needed for the second generation and how to

bridge the two

Legacies 2001-05-31

one out of five americans more than 55 million people are first or second generation immigrants this

landmark study the most comprehensive to date probes all aspects of the new immigrant second

generation s lives exploring their immense potential to transform american society for better or worse

whether this new generation reinvigorates the nation or deepens its social problems depends on the

social and economic trajectories of this still young population in legacies alejandro portes and rubén g

rumbaut two of the leading figures in the field provide a close look at this rising second generation

including their patterns of acculturation family and school life language identity experiences of

discrimination self esteem ambition and achievement based on the largest research study of its kind

legacies combines vivid vignettes with a wealth of survey and school data accessible engaging and

indispensable for any consideration of the changing face of american society this book presents a wide

range of real life stories of immigrant families from mexico cuba nicaragua colombia the dominican

republic haiti jamaica trinidad the philippines china laos cambodia and vietnam now living in miami and

san diego two of the areas most heavily affected by the new immigration the authors explore the world

of second generation youth looking at patterns of parent child conflict and cohesion within immigrant

families the role of peer groups and school subcultures the factors that affect the children s academic

achievement and much more a companion volume to legacies entitled ethnicities children of

immigrants in america was published by california in fall 2001 edited by the authors of legacies this

book will bring together some of the country s leading scholars of immigration and ethnicity to provide
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a close look at this rising second generation a copublication with the russell sage foundation

Paths to Middle-Class Mobility among Second-Generation Moroccan

Immigrant Women in Israel 2013-05-01

while first generation immigrant women often begin their lives at the bottom of their new societies the

fates of their adult daughters can be very different still little research has been done to examine the

opportunities or constraints that second generation women face and the class achievements they

make in this volume author beverly mizrachi presents an in depth study of 40 50 year old moroccan

women whose parents made up part of the largest ethnic group to enter israel after its establishment

in 1948 and whose mothers began their new lives at the bottom of the economic and social ladder

through her analysis of the life history narratives of these women mizrachi reveals that they used a

range and number of sites to achieve an impressive mobility into the low middle and high segments of

the middle class mizrachi s findings have implications for studying the middle class mobility of second

generation immigrant women from subordinate groups in other western societies this book begins by

examining the historical background and culture of jewish communities in morocco that affected the

mobility resources of the first immigrant generation of moroccan women in israel and those accrued by

the second generation mizrachi goes on to analyze the life history narratives of a group of six second

generation moroccan women to show how they used their education employment gendered spousal

relationships motherhood residential mobility and the body to achieve their middle class mobility

ultimately she finds that these women used their human agency and social structures over these

multiple social sites to reach their class goals for themselves and their children while simultaneously

constructing new classed and ethnicized feminine identities mizrachi s findings integrate issues of

gender ethnicity immigration and class mobility in a single intriguing study

The Position of the Turkish and Moroccan Second Generation in

Amsterdam and Rotterdam 2008

annotation the dutch second generation of turkish and moroccan origin is coming of age and making a

transition from education to the labour market this first publication of the ties project towards the

integration of the european second generation studies the social situation and views of this ethnic
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group drawing on the research carried out in amsterdam and rotterdam in 2006 07 among the dutch

born children of immigrants from turkey and morocco and a comparison group of young people age 18

35 whose parents were born in the netherlands this title can be previewed in google books books

google com books vid isbn9789089640611 this title is available in the oapen library oapen org

Second-Generation Transnationalism and Roots Migration

2013-04-28

second generation transnationalism and roots migration represents the first comprehensive study of

second generation transnationalism exploring the manner in which the children of migrants grow up

amid travel back and forth between the country of origin and the country of immigration while at the

same time forming social attachments locally with people of other origins presenting rich empirical data

gathered among second generation italians in switzerland and southern italy and drawing on studies

undertaken in other parts of europe and in north america and australia this book investigates why as

adults members of the second generation maintain diverging transnational relations with some sharing

their parents transnational ties and fostering social relations with co ethnics whilst others distance

themselves from co ethnics and rarely visit their country of origin yet others decide to relocate to their

country of origin a phenomenon the book conceptualizes as roots migration a rigorous exploration of

the complex interplay of political cultural and socio economic factors in shaping the intergenerational

reproduction of transnational ties second generation transnationalism and roots migration will appeal to

sociologists anthropologists and geographers with interests in migration and ethnicity and the

interrelationship of transnationalism and integration in immigration societies

Second-Generation Transnationalism and Roots Migration

2016-04-01

second generation transnationalism and roots migration represents the first comprehensive study of

second generation transnationalism exploring the manner in which the children of migrants grow up

amid travel back and forth between the country of origin and the country of immigration while at the

same time forming social attachments locally with people of other origins presenting rich empirical data

gathered among second generation italians in switzerland and southern italy and drawing on studies
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undertaken in other parts of europe and in north america and australia this book investigates why as

adults members of the second generation maintain diverging transnational relations with some sharing

their parents transnational ties and fostering social relations with co ethnics whilst others distance

themselves from co ethnics and rarely visit their country of origin yet others decide to relocate to their

country of origin a phenomenon the book conceptualizes as roots migration a rigorous exploration of

the complex interplay of political cultural and socio economic factors in shaping the intergenerational

reproduction of transnational ties second generation transnationalism and roots migration will appeal to

sociologists anthropologists and geographers with interests in migration and ethnicity and the

interrelationship of transnationalism and integration in immigration societies

The Second Generation 2023-07-18

the second generation is a novel that explores the lives of various characters living in a small town it

delves into themes of love work and family offering readers a compelling story that is both engaging

and thought provoking this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is

part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united

states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute

this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe

and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally

available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being

an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Origins and Destinations 2018-10-25

the children of immigrants continue a journey begun by their parents born or raised in the united states

this second generation now stands over 20 million strong in this insightful new book immigration

scholars renee luthra thomas soehl and roger waldinger provide a fresh understanding the making of

the second generation bringing both their origins and destinations into view using surveys of second

generation immigrant adults in new york and los angeles origins and destinations explains why second

generation experiences differ across national origin groups and why immigrant offspring with the same

national background often follow different trajectories inter group disparities stem from contexts of both

emigration and immigration origin countries differ in value orientations immigrant parents transmit
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lessons learned in varying contexts of emigration to children raised in the u s a system of migration

control sifts immigrants by legal status generating a context of immigration that favors some groups

over others both contexts matter schooling is higher among immigrant children from more secular

societies south korea than among those from more religious countries the philippines when immigrant

groups enter the u s migration system through a welcoming door as opposed to one that makes

authorized status difficult to achieve education propels immigrant children to better jobs diversity is

also evident among immigrant offspring whose parents stem from the same place immigrant children

grow up with homeland connections which can both hurt and harm immigrant offspring get less

schooling when a parent lives abroad but more schooling if parents in the u s send money to relatives

living abroad though all immigrants enter the u s as non citizens some instantly enjoy legal status

while others spend years in the shadows children born abroad but raised in the u s are all everyday

americans but only some have become de jure americans a difference yielding across the board

positive effects even among those who started out in the same country disentangling the sources of

diversity among today s population of immigrant offspring origins and destinations provides a

compelling new framework for understanding the second generation that is transforming america

Migrating and Settling in a Mobile World 2016-10-29

this open access book draws on award winning cross generational research comparing the complex

and life changing processes of settlement among albanian migrants and their adolescent children in

three european cities london uk thessaloniki greece and florence italy building on key concepts from

the social sciences and migration studies such as identity integration and transnationalism the author

links these with emerging theoretical notions such as mobility translocality and cosmopolitanism ethnic

identities transnational ties and integration pathways of the youngsters and adults are compared

focusing on intergenerational transmission in particular and recognizing mobility as an inherent

characteristic of contemporary lives departing from the traditional focus on the adult children of settled

migrants and the main immigration countries of continental north western europe this study centres on

southern europe and great britain and a very recently settled immigrant group the result is an

illuminating early look at a second generation in the making indeed the findings provide ample grounds

for pragmatic and forward looking policy to enable these migrant origin youngsters and others like

them to more fully attain their potential the book ends with a call to reassess the term second

generation as it is currently used in policy and scholarly works children of migrants seldom see
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themselves as a particular and homogeneous group with ethnicity as an intrinsic identifying quality

more importantly they make use of all the limited resources at their disposal and view their integration

processes through broader geographies showing sometimes a cosmopolitan orientation but also using

localized reference points such as the school city or urban neighbourhood

Italian Or American? 1970

drawing on interviews and survey materials aaron hass provides a vibrant account of the experiences

of holocaust survivors children

In the Shadow of the Holocaust 1996-07-13

this book examines return mobilities to and from ancestral homelands of the second generation and

beyond it presents cutting edge empirical research framed within the mobilities transnational and return

migration diaspora paradigms on a trans local and global scale the book is unique in presenting not

only a variety of return movements including short term visits and longer term return migrations but

also circulatory movements within transnational social fields while engaging with notions of home

belonging identity and generation the individual contributions range widely over different ethnic national

regional and global settings including europe north america the caribbean the gulf and africa the result

is a remapping of the conceptualisation of diaspora and of the role of successive generations in the

diasporic experience as well as a nuancing of the concepts of return migration and transnationalism by

their extension to the second and subsequent generations of immigrants this book was originally

published as a special issue of mobilities

Links to the Diasporic Homeland 2015-10-14

the children of immigrants account for the fastest growing segment of the u s population under

eighteen years old one out of every five children in the united states will this generation of immigrant

children follow the path of earlier waves of immigrants and gradually assimilate into mainstream

american life or does the global nature of the contemporary world mean that the trajectory of today s

immigrants will be fundamentally different rather than severing their ties to their home countries many

immigrants today sustain economic political and religious ties to their homelands even as they work

vote and pray in the countries that receive them the changing face of home is the first book to
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examine the extent to which the children of immigrants engage in such transnational practices because

most second generation immigrants are still young there is much debate among immigration scholars

about the extent to which these children will engage in transnational practices in the future while the

contributors to this volume find some evidence of transnationalism among the children of immigrants

they disagree over whether these activities will have any long term effects part i of the volume

explores how the practice and consequences of transnationalism vary among different groups

contributors philip kasinitz mary waters and john mollenkopf use findings from their large study of

immigrant communities in new york city to show how both distance and politics play important roles in

determining levels of transnational activity for example many latin american and caribbean immigrants

are circular migrants spending much time in both their home countries and the united states while

russian jews and chinese immigrants have far less contact of any kind with their homelands in part ii

the contributors comment on these findings offering suggestions for reconceptualizing the issue and

bridging analytical differences in her chapter nancy foner makes valuable comparisons with past waves

of immigrants as a way of understanding the conditions that may foster or mitigate transnationalism

among today s immigrants the final set of chapters examines how home and host country value

systems shape how second generation immigrants construct their identities and the economic social

and political communities to which they ultimately express allegiance the changing face of home

presents an important first round of research and dialogue on the activities and identities of the second

generation vis a vis their ancestral homelands and raises important questions for future research

The Changing Face of Home 2002-12-12

pyong gap min and samuel noh compile a comprehensive examination of 1 5 and second generation

korean experiences in the united states and canada with contributor chapters focusing on important

topics related to younger generation koreans the volume provides insight for studies of minorities

migration ethnicity and race and identity formation

Second-Generation Korean Experiences in the United States and

Canada 2014-10-29

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
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possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that

this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public

to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format

that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of

keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Second Generation 2021-09-09

how do you raise a selfless generation in a self entitled world the first generation makes the money the

second generation spends it by the third generation there s nothing left it s the same classic story that

we ve heard before and we can t help but ask why do many accomplished entrepreneurs find it easier

to build a business than to raise their children to become independently successful this book is for

those wondering why their children are lazy and reckless with their money this is for the children who

wonder why they re being labeled as lazy and self indulgent and this is for those who are close to

success and have the time to prepare their children for what s to come the solution lies in your hands

the best part about it is that it won t cost you a fortune

Raising Heirs 2018-09-24

due to the large scale global transformations of the 20th century migration literature has become a

vibrant genre over the last decades in these novels issues of transcultural identity and belonging

naturally feature prominently this study takes a closer look at the ways in which the idea of family

informs processes of identity construction it explores changing roles and meanings of the diasporic

family as well as intergenerational family relations in a migration setting in order to identify the specific

challenges problems and possibilities that arise in this context this book builds on insights from

different fields of family research e g sociology psychology communication studies memory studies to

provide a conceptual framework for the investigation of synchronic and diachronic family constellations

and connections the approach developed in this study not only sheds new light on contemporary

british migration literature but can also prove fruitful for analyses of families in literature more generally

by highlighting the relevance and multifaceted nature of doing family this study also offers new
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perspectives for transcultural memory studies

Doing Family in Second-Generation British Migration Literature

2022-02-24

an exploration of the strategies that both governments and insurgents employed in the liberation wars

in iraqi kurdistan and south sudan

Second-Generation Liberation Wars 2013-10-31

in this challenging novel where striking workers march among dreaming spires the worlds of industry

and learning collide as the owen family are caught in a web of conflicts of politics and sex loyalty and

independence english lives and welsh memories harold owen and his brother gwyn carved out a place

for themselves when they came to work in a car factory in a university city but the calm of their lives is

threatened when harold s wife kate makes a bid for independence while a clash of values in work

politics and love confront their son peter how can the second generation facing the start of the

turbulent 1960s create a future which will not destroy their past

Second Generation 2015

using data from the integration of the second generation in europe survey this timely study focuses on

the second generation of immigrants from turkey and former yugoslavia in switzerland a common

thread running through the various chapters is a comparison with previous research on switzerland

concerning the second generation of italian and spanish origin the authors provide valuable insights

into the current situation of the children of turkish and yugoslav immigrants while underlining the

historical similarities and differences of their respective incorporation processes

The New Second Generation in Switzerland 1995

this report is based on the 1991 census and examines the education attainment and occupational

status of second generation australians according to their father s birthplace
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The Second Generation in Australia 1984

esther mccoy focused world attention on west coast architecture in the classic five california architects

now the sequel the second generation gets at the root of california s continuing preeminence in the

design of houses the architect subjects of second generation were all searchers j r davidson searched

for the ideal floor plan which expanded the life within his innovations often produced a loose fitting

envelope around a perfect floor plan harwell hamilton harris was a native californian whose search for

form in wood and plaster turned vernacular practices into sophisticated architecture his often impish

use of wood contrasts with graver work in plaster but all grew out of his provocative unit systemsc

which he explains here gregory ain broke open the cheap plaster box in his search for a richer

environment for low cost housing but his social concerns prevailed when he had to choose between

saving his large cooperative tract and allowing in minorities raphael soriano s faith in twentieth century

technology prompted him to perfect a prefabricated steel frame costing the same as wood other

architects might be stirred by the names palladio or le corbusier but soriano thrilled to the name of new

metal alloys from steel he turned to the prefabricated aluminum frame designing housing for hawaii

and a 1000 foot high aluminium tower

The Second Generation 2014-06-09

in six minutes the noon whistle would blow but the workmen the seven hundred in the ranger whitney

flour mills the two hundred and fifty in the ranger whitney cooperage adjoining were every man and

boy of them as hard at it as if the dinner rest were hours away on the threshold of the long room

where several scores of filled barrels were being headed and stamped there suddenly appeared a

huge figure tall and broad and solid clad in a working suit originally gray but now white with the flour

dust that saturated the air and coated walls and windows both within and without at once each of the

ninety seven men and boys was aware of that presence and unconsciously showed it by putting on

extra steam with swinging step the big figure crossed the packing room the gray white face held

straight ahead but the keen blue eyes paused upon each worker and each task and every hand in

those two great factories knew how all seeing that glance was critical but just exacting but encouraging

all seeing in this instance did not mean merely fault seeing
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The Second Generation 2015-09-18

the first of these two books covers j j leahys generation you need to read the story of the first

generation before you go no to read this book it is the story of his youngest sons generation gerard is

the only surviving member of j j leahys nine children his is a very different story as he was fortunate to

spent most of his life on one property working and bringing up his family in a small and isolated rural

community in the early days few community members travelled far but wars improved transport and

communications gradually changed this sense of isolation and opened up the community with the

changes toward the centralising of the management of health services bush fire management and the

many other services local communities managed in the past it would now be difficult to be as involved

in the community as the author was in this story this second generation did not build up great wealth

but possibility ended up better off in other ways gerard leahy was born in 1930 and was educated at st

ignatius college riverview in sydney he worked for a year in the international harvester tractor factory at

geelong in victoria after a years jackerooing on his fathers property oban in north western queensland

out from mt isa he spent all his working life on burra station near tumbarumba in the snowy mountains

of new south wales he was involved in many sporting and community activities in the tumbarumba

district after selling his property he moved to the blue mountains west of sydney

Shirtsleeves to Shirtsleeves in Two Generations 2017-02-21

in beyond expectations onoso imoagene delves into the multifaceted identities of second generation

nigerian adults in the united states and britain she argues that they conceive of an alternative notion of

black identity that differs radically from african american and black caribbean notions of black in the

united states and britain instead of considering themselves in terms of their country of destination

alone second generation nigerians define themselves in complicated ways that balance racial status a

diasporic nigerian ethnicity a pan african identity and identification with fellow immigrants based on

over 150 interviews beyond expectations seeks to understand how race ethnicity and class shape

identity and how globalization transnationalism and national context inform sense of self

Beyond Expectations 2012-05-02

while a sharp debate is emerging about whether conventional biometric technology offers society any
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significant advantages over other forms of identification and whether it constitutes a threat to privacy

technology is rapidly progressing politicians and the public are still discussing fingerprinting and iris

scan while scientists and engineers are already testing futuristic solutions second generation

biometrics which include multimodal biometrics behavioural biometrics dynamic face recognition eeg

and ecg biometrics remote iris recognition and other still more astonishing applications is a reality

which promises to overturn any current ethical standard about human identification robots which

recognise their masters cctv which detects intentions voice responders which analyse emotions these

are only a few applications in progress to be developed this book is the first ever published on ethical

social and privacy implications of second generation biometrics authors include both distinguished

scientists in the biometric field and prominent ethical privacy and social scholars this makes this book

an invaluable tool for policy makers technologists social scientists privacy authorities involved in

biometric policy setting moreover it is a precious instrument to update scholars from different

disciplines who are interested in biometrics and its wider social ethical and political implications

Second Generation Biometrics: The Ethical, Legal and Social Context

2016-08-26

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as

true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library

stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and

other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact

this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we

concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to

the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an

important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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2ND GENERATION 1978

for the children of immigrants around the world belonging to a community is done on their own terms

Second Generation 2016

years have passed since the end of the war of the lance the people of ansalon have rebuilt their lives

their houses their families the companions of the lance too have returned to their homes raising

children and putting the days of their heroic deeds behind them but peace on krynn comes at a price

the forces of darkness are ever vigilant searching for ways to erode the balance of power and take

control when subtle changes begin to permeate the fragile peace new lives are drawn into the web of

fate woven around all the races the time has come to pass the sword or the staff to the children of the

lance they are the second generation

Identity and the Second Generation 2012-04-10

it is a common expectation in migration research that the second generation of immigrants in europe

will be better integrated into the different spheres of the receiving society than the first generation

second generation migrants are assumed to be in the process of gaining equality with the majority

population a process that will lead to complete assimilation of the generations to come another general

understanding however is that migration shapes the host societies as much as these societies shape

migration in this context the book presents a research report on the german results of the ties survey

the integration of the second generation in europe it elaborates various aspects of the integration of

the second generation with turkish and yugoslavian migration background in berlin and frankfurt topics

covered include educational careers and educational outcomes labor market positions segregation and

housing ethnic and cultural orientations social relations and family formation and partner relationships

The Second Generation 2015

second generation korean americans demonstrating an unparalleled entrepreneurial fervor are

establishing new churches with a goal of shaping the future of american christianity a faith of our own

investigates the development and growth of these houses of worship a recent and rapidly increasing

phenomenon in major cities throughout the united states immigration historians have depicted the
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second generation as a transitional generation on the steady march toward the inevitable decline of

ethnic identity and allegiance sharon kim suggests an alternative path by harnessing religion and

innovatively creating hybrid religious institutions second generation korean americans are assertively

defining and shaping their own ethnic and religious futures rather than assimilating into mainstream

american evangelical churches or inheriting the churches of their immigrant parents second generation

pastors are creating their own hybrid third space new autonomous churches that are shaped by

multiple frames of reference including data gathered over ten years at twenty two churches a faith of

our own is the most comprehensive study of this topic that addresses generational identity political

racial and empowerment issues

The Integration of the Second Generation in Germany 2010-03-31

paper on the group of american born children of oriental parentage known as the second generation

problem in which residence of alien orientals is at issue in hawaiʻi and the american mainland

A Faith Of Our Own 1927

comparing second generation children of immigrants in black canadian and black british women s

writing settling down and settling up extends discourses of diaspora and postcolonialism by expanding

recent theory on movement and border crossing while these concepts have recently gained theoretical

currency this book argues that they are not always adequate frameworks through which to understand

second generation children who wish to reside in place in the nations of their birth considering

migration and settlement as complex interrelated processes that inform each other across multiple

generations and geographies andrea medovarski challenges the gendered constructions of nationhood

and diaspora with a particular focus on canadian and british black women writers including dionne

brand esi edugyan and zadie smith re evaluating gender and spatial relations settling down and

settling up argues that local experiences often conceptualized through the language of the feminine

and the domestic in black women s writings are no less important than travel and border crossings

The Second Generation Oriental in America 2011

heirs to the legacy of auschwjtz the children and grandchildren of holocaust survivors and perpetrators

have always been thought of as separated by fear and anger mistrust and shame this groundbreaking
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study provides a forum for expression in which each group reflects candidly upon the consuming

burdens and challenges it has inherited in these intensely personal and frequently dramatic pieces

understandable differences surface the jewish second generation is unified by a search for memory

and family their german counterparts experience the opposite yet surprising common ground is

revealed each group emerges out of households where for vastly different reasons the holocaust was

not mentioned each struggles to break this barrier of silence each has witnessed the continued

survival of parents and must grapple with living in households haunted by denial and each knows it is

his or her charge to shape the holocaust for future generations to be sure there is disagreement

among the groups about the need for or wisdom of dialogue yet second generation voices boldly

engenders authentic grounds for discussion issues such as guilt anger religious faith and accountability

are explored in deeply felt poems essays and narratives jew and german alike speak openly of forming

and affirming their own identities reconnecting with roots and working through their own psychological

holocaust

Settling Down and Settling Up 2001-06-01

immigrant children and youth are the fastest growing segment of the u s population and so their

prospects bear heavily on the well being of the country however relevant public policy is shaped less

by informed discussion than by politicized contention over welfare reform and immigration limits from

generation to generation explores what we know about the development of white black hispanic and

asian children and youth from numerous countries of origin describing the status of immigrant children

and youth as severely understudied the committee both draws on and supplements existing research

to characterize the current status and outlook of immigrant children the book discusses the many

factorsâ family size fluency in english parent employment acculturation delivery of health and social

services and public policiesâ that shape the outlook for the lives of these children and youth the

committee makes recommendations for improved research and data collection designed to advance

knowledge about these children and as a result their visibility in current policy debates

Second Generation Voices 1998-10-10

first published in 1997 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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From Generation to Generation 2013-02-01

Second Generation United Nations
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